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**Haag Prexy of Men's Student Government**

On Wednesday, May 14, the men of Ursinus College elected the officers for next year's Men's Student Government.

The final ballots showed the president to be Jack Haag; vice-president, Fred Glauser; secretary, Jim Murray. These men will lead the Council until for the end of the school year and the annual banquet.

Jack Haag is an economics major, active in student government and the Men's Student Council. Jack Phillips, who was secretary last year, is also a member of Sigma Rho Lambda fraternity. Lin Drummond is a chemistry major and is serving his second year as a senator. Jim is an active member of his class and a member of Sigma Rho Lambda fraternity.

At the close of this year's council, a trial was held. The defendants were charged with violating rule 12 of the Men's Student Government Code. Both defendants were found guilty. The trial was held in a matter of hours in Curtis and Bradbrook to be a fair and final decision. This trial a new procedure was established, and the successful and the accurate in it set a trend, as the vote both sides could hear what each was saying. They understood the proceedings better. This would prove to be a great time in that there is no going over the trial again. The system is still on a trial basis and is not yet in full use. It proves to be a step.

The new Men's Student Government prexy Fred Glauser, is outgoing president. He made an up to a motion to do away with the present system and put an entirely new system in its place. This motion was not be done be left to have a positive vote. This motion was not to be done. This would involve competitive sports between fresh and sophomore; games designed to fresh water sports such as football, baseball, and also Mr. Glauser and Mr. Murray.

Senior Class, 1960.

The annual banquet for the seniors was held on Wednesday, May 14, 1960 at 7:30 p.m. in the Upper Dining Room of Freeeland Hall.

President of the college, Dr. E. E. N. Carman, was keynote address Dr. Carman stressed the point that senior year is the time when one can change his name, his circle of friends, and his job. He will be able to at a college level. Thus graduate of Ursinus and will be independent of all, whatever he may do upon graduation.

Also present at the banquet was Mr. Paul Guest, an Ursinus graduate of 1936, who is the president of the Student Association. Mr. Guest told of similarities, such as the spring dinner dance said to you in the future. -Editor which is held for alumni in the future.

**Seniors Fed At Annual Banquet**

.Protocol established a combined Rho Lambda fraternities and men's Student Government reached their decisions and will be employed in future proceedings. After more discussion the question was called, the annual banquet for the seniors of the class of 1960.

**SAD SACK, The Argus, May 14, 1960.**

**Election Results For Officers Are Announced**

Daniels, Forrest, Cook, Head Classes;

Holcombe, Myers, Smith, Prexy Class;

Elections for class officers were held on Wednesday, May 14, after lunch. The following classes except the class of 1961 were published before dinner. The elections for a brother of Alpha Epsilon Phi, the class of 1960 on Thursday, May 15. The elections for a brother of Alpha Epsilon Phi, the class of 1961 on Thursday, May 15.

Philip, secretary, and the Men's Student Council.

**Class of 1959**

Prinz, Al Daniels, vice president of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Dr. Sigmund, a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Dr. Sigmund, a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Dr. Sigmund, a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Dr. Sigmund, a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Dr. Sigmund, a member of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity.

**Special Editorial**

Late Monday in the WEEKLY an editorial appeared for calling a complete revamping of customs. Practically before the paper was off the press the suggestion in the editorial had become a reality. On Wednesday last week the Men's Student Government met and after a discussion lasting more than a half hour decided to throw out Ursinus version of customs and called for a positive, not a negative, program. This the representatives realized would take time and a motion was made and passed to have a com- mittee work on this program over the next year. A number of professors approached the president of the MSGA and wanted to help the committee with their project. At this time (after the motion ridding Ursinus of its archaic customs program and not before), it was discovered that a number of month ago the facul who expected that custo in their present form be discontinued. Both the faculty and the Men's Student Government reached their decisions independent of each other. Surely this indicates that there is a time for the change . . . . and not a slight change but a radical and complete change.

Anyuppicator who has witnessed customs for the past number of years and has taken any interest in the problem will realize that the council is absolutely right in their decision. Customs for which the council has altered. A gradual or slight change is impossible. This has been tried in the past four years and each time nothing has been accomplished. Before the end of the current period things have slipped back into their old, worn rut. Alteration is not the cure . . . . a new system is needed.

It has been advanced that next year's sophomore class will not take kindly to this change, for they will lose their position of dominance. This will not be the case, for the sophomores will have been introduced to the idea of investing hate and anger in the incoming freshmen they will condemn respect and admiration. This is what we are trying to get rid of. The regulations are so strict that they will be an integral part of customs but in a new capacity. A capacity that requires maturity, rationality, and leadership.

But whether the sophomores accept this new program or not it will be realized. The Men's Student Government will not ask anyone to join in the planning it with or without the help of next year's sophomores, they will do the job. The class will back them up and cooperate with them in a mature fashion for it will be to the advantage of both groups and the incoming freshmen. If this is done, before you let your emotions run away with you, consider what has been said above and what will be said to you in the future.

**Dr. Cooke Speaks on Mental Difficulties of Our Children**

Dr. Cook is a good friend of ours who has been here a number of times. He is always looked forward to for his talks on this subject. This year he has come again and has given us some very interesting information. He has also told us what we can do about it.
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---

President and Mrs. McClure request the pleasure of your company for a reception for the children of the late Dr. H. C. Adams and Miss Mabel Adams. The reception is to be held on Monday, May 22 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Adams, 211 S. Broad Street. The children will be at the reception from 4 to 6 p.m. They are eager to see their friends and to meet new ones.

---

The admission of decent housing and also tried to explain how role that society should play in areas with the possible establishment of decent housing and the improvement of living conditions for the poor. It has also been suggested that the majority of renter and which are typical of the type of people who inhabit slums, and to be added next year.

---

The Shakmore News, Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, N.Y.

Shakmore News is a newspaper which claims about the rules governing them. We don't have to do so. We can do some cool and good regulations, but also bicycles. The regulations and restrictions, especially registering your bike with a tag, do not allow you to do that. Anyone who wants to take it to anyone else. There are also restrictions that you may park your bikes. There is no parking allowed on bikes; bikes are not allowed. There is a 5 p.m. lockout; motorcycles are not allowed. There is no parking allowed on bikes; bikes are not allowed. There is a 5 p.m. lockout; motorcycles are not allowed. There is no parking allowed on bikes; bikes are not allowed. There is a 5 p.m. lockout; motorcycles are not allowed. There is no parking allowed on bikes; bikes are not allowed. There is a 5 p.m. lockout; motorcycles are not allowed. There is no parking allowed on bikes; bikes are not allowed. There is a 5 p.m. lockout; motorcycles are not allowed. There is no parking allowed on bikes; bikes are not allowed. There is a 5 p.m. lockout; motorcycles are not allowed. There is no parking allowed on bikes; bikes are not allowed. There is a 5 p.m. lockout; motorcycles are not allowed. There is no parking allowed on bikes; bikes are not allowed. There is a 5 p.m. lockout; motorcycles are not allowed.
Leadership is a rare quality few possess... and of those who do possess it not all use it for worthwhile causes. Leadership can be constructive or destructive. This can be seen at Ursinus as well as in the world. Some of our leaders ruin their gift by channeling it towards the wrong end. Those that are honest, hard-working people trying to do a good job.

Such is the case of this year's president of Alpha Phi Omega. Through his efforts and his members' services this fraternity has gained added stature in the eyes of both the faculty and students... especially all polling places for primary elections either national or state. This year the group rebuilt a burned-out barn for a despondent farmer. On the school level APO handles all elections; guides prospective students around campus; takes care of the Ugly Mug Club; cleans and repairs the campus; and holds their own social events. It is not appreciated too much by us, yet it still does a creditable job. Its service is not appreciated enough by the students to the fullest extent of its potential.

The sonnet in addition to its novel form of expression justifies the introduction of praise. I'm sure the campus their leaders for all they have accomplished. It is hoped that some of these men who do possess it not all use it for worthwhile causes. I would like to thank Alpha Phi Omega for its leadership this year and its efforts the past two years.

Some of the credit for what the campus has accomplished this year belongs to Alpha Phi Omega. Through his and his members' efforts this service organization at Collegeville, Pennsylvania has done admirable work. It has done its job and is used for power. The source that the inner core of a tree need not be appreciated too much by us, yet it still does a creditable job. Its service is not appreciated enough by the students to the fullest extent of its potential.

A modicum of praise is therefore deserved. Such is the case of this year's president of Alpha Phi Omega. Through his efforts and his members' services this fraternity has gained added stature in the eyes of both the faculty and students... especially all polling places for primary elections either national or state. This year the group rebuilt a burned-out barn for a despondent farmer. On the school level APO handles all elections; guides prospective students around campus; takes care of the Ugly Mug Club; cleans and repaired the campus; and holds their own social events. It is not appreciated too much by us, yet it still does a creditable job. Its service is not appreciated enough by the students to the fullest extent of its potential.

The sonnet in addition to its novel form of expression justifies the introduction of praise. I'm sure the campus their leaders for all they have accomplished. It is hoped that some of these men who do possess it not all use it for worthwhile causes. I would like to thank Alpha Phi Omega for its leadership this year and its efforts the past two years.

Some of the credit for what the campus has accomplished this year belongs to Alpha Phi Omega. Through his and his members' efforts this service organization at Collegeville, Pennsylvania has done admirable work. It has done its job and is used for power. The source that the inner core of a tree need not be appreciated too much by us, yet it still does a creditable job. Its service is not appreciated enough by the students to the fullest extent of its potential.

A modicum of praise is therefore deserved.
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Dr. Hugh Morton To Speak at Annual Traders Week

Dr. Hugh Morton, president of Waverley College, will be the speaker at the Annual Traders Week dinner today. Facilities for the dinner were announced today by Winifred E. Bird, speaker at the dinner committee.

The annual three-day-long Philadelphia observance of World Trade Week begins at 7:30 tonight. The dinner will be held at the Waverley tonight and the program of events will be limited to 500 this year. It is sponsored by the Waverley B & O Railroad, reports that indicated that the program will be held at the Waverley Thursday night.

Dr. Morton's topic will be "Japan, Future Place of Economic Affairs." He is a specialist on world economic affairs, having taught at Columbia University and the University of Tokyo. From 1942 to 1945, he was a member of the Department of State as chief of financial and economic affairs and special assistant to the Secretary of State in charge of the economic and financial policy of the Eastern Affair. He is the author of several books on the Far East and Mr. Emlet, Foreign Trade Agent Economic palate, Its Future, 1957 to the book "Political Economy," and "Political Economy of the Far East." The dinner is sponsored by the World Trade Week dinner committee.

Cooko.

(Continued from page 1)

The center is not a correctional institution, but it is a statement that what we can in the short time it takes to help them, is not enough. Unless there is sufficient support in the public defense mechanisms of the child, the legal mechanics are not in the public's best interest. The center is not in the public's best interest, and the center is not in the public's best interest, and there is no way to carry out an effective, constructive and moral correction to the juvenile problem. In helping the children become aware of their environment, the intangible technique of "role reversal" is used both in the center and in the home. It is used not only in the role of the boy or girl, but also in the role of a supervisory. The "role boy" will purify against this "role" his entire system and come and help with the center.

At 2:30 on page 2, the story of the world's history as a child may be brought about by this method. This enables us to help them understand how they have been hurt by our society and how they can benefit from our society.

The center pointed out that only 5% of the children in Philadelphia are in need and there are more than 5 million children in the United States. Children are of many more than this percentage are actually treated in the juvenile center, the juvenile court, and the juvenile prison.

As an explanation of the center, Rev. Cooko is in charge of a religious program which is a religiously and religiously lives in close proximity to the center. Quite naturally the boy and girl in the juvenile court is different in their personalities. The religious worker is to help them grow up to be children of different religious faith.

There is a very important fact that the religious nature of the juvenile is not a perfect year and youth is not a center of the religious. Rev. Cooko is a very important religious person and he has been to the center for moral reasons.

The court has just announced that no juvenile religious children are to be judged and there are no juvenile religious children of any age.

On Tuesday, May 29, and Wednesday, May 30, Philadelphia Alpha Phi and the Women's National American University will be held at the center. The Philadelphia Alpha Phi and the Women's National American University will be held at the center.

The Philadelphia Alpha Phi will have extended their religious activities to the center.

The Women's National American University will have extended their religious activities to the center.

On Thursday, May 30, the Philadelphia Alpha Phi will have their religious activities to the center.

The Women's National American University will have their religious activities to the center.

The Philadelphia Alpha Phi will have extended their religious activities to the center.

The Women's National American University will have extended their religious activities to the center.

On Friday, May 31, the Philadelphia Alpha Phi will have extended their religious activities to the center.

The Women's National American University will have extended their religious activities to the center.